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Abstract – In this paper is described software and method for 
automated measuring antennas and antennas systems in wide 
frequency band. This software can be used with all antennas 
types and antennas with integrated microwave receivers with 
analog or digital output. It is also shown results of measuring the 
horn antennas system with the integrated microwave receivers in 
frequency range from 15 to 19 GHz.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The measuring instruments for a long time have the 
capability of connection with PC computers. This capability 
helps to create very complex measuring methods which 
significantly accelerate and simplify measuring, especially if 
are used a lot of calibration data [1]. The PC computers are 
usually connected with the instruments over GPIB 
(IEEE488.2), RS232, USB or Ethernet interfaces. 

It is usual to develop or adopt software for each measuring 
methods [2]. There are many commercial software 
applications that can be used in the measuring automation like 
LabView from National Instruments [3][4], Matlab from 
Mathworks [5] or OpenLab from Agilent [6]. Implementation 
of the measuring methods with commercial software 
applications should be developed in the development 
environment of that applications. If used instruments or 
equipments are not supported by the commercial applications, 
it should be developed. When commercial applications are 
used, it must be also paid for licensing. In some cases is more 
convenient to develop complete measuring software in the 
standard development environment, especially if there are 
many devices in the measuring methods which are custom 

designed and if they are not supported by commercial 
applications. 

This paper will show the developed software and method 
for automated measuring antennas and antennas systems with 
integrated microwave receivers in wide frequency band.  

II. MEASURING METHOD 

The measuring method which is shown on Fig. 1. can be 
used for measuring antenna patterns on a number of 
frequencies in the cases where received signal can be 
measured directly on the antennas or if antenna is integrated 
with receiver which has the analog output. 

 

Fig. 1. Automated method for measuring antenna radiation pattern 

The measured antenna is on the positioner which has 
capability of manual fine angle settings. The output of the 
antenna or integrated receiver is connected to the power meter 
which is connected to the computer with measuring software. 
Transmitting referent antenna is connected to the RF signal 
generator which is also connected to the computer with 
measuring software. For each angle of the measured antenna, 
the measuring software sends commands to the signal 
generator to set desired signal frequencies. For each set 
frequency, received level from measured antenna is read and 
stored to the database. 
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When the antenna radiation pattern with integrated receiver 
is measured at multiple frequencies in the case when the 
receiver output is in digital form, the measuring method which 
can be used is shown on the block diagram in Fig. 2. 

This measuring method is similar like previously described, 
except that output of the integrated receiver is in digital 
format [8][9]. In some cases receiving frequency channel 
should be set by measuring software computer.  

In both shown methods is used azimuth positioner with 
manual angle setting. The described methods can be used for 
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controlled positioner with some modification in the measuring 
software. 

 

Fig. 2. Automated method for measuring radiation pattern of antenna 
with integrated receiver with output in digital format 

III. SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION 

On Fig. 3 are show components of the developed software 
for automated measuring antenna radiation pattern. The 
Components are same and for other methods.  

 

Fig. 3. The components of the software for automated measuring 

The instruments control component is realized like class 
library where is for each type of instrument is created 
separately abstract class. The software for some measuring 
method can use any available instrument which is supported 
by library class and software developing can be focused on 
measuring method not on controlling and connecting with the 
instruments. 

The results of measuring are stored in database for later 
processing and presentation. For the database can be used 
Access file format or database servers like MS SQL or 
MySQL. It is usually for each measuring method to use two 
database tables. The first is used for storage data about 
measuring conditions, and the second to storage measured 
data. 

The presentation component is used to show raw or 
processed measuring data in desired form. The measured data 
from database can be shown in graphical form or exported to 
Excel or other file format for later analysis or using. In this 
stage of software development, it is used external software 

application Gnuplot [11] for drawing many types of graphics. 
Command and data files for Gnuplot are creating by the 
measuring software. 

IV. INSTRUMENT CONTROL LIBRARY 

Source code for instrument control is separated from 
software for measuring methods into library, which can be 
used for different measuring applications [12]. The basic 
request in design of this library was that the programming 
classes for instruments be grouped by type and function of the 
instrument, not by type of connection. The library was 
developed in C# programming language for .NET Framework 
[13] like dynamic library DLL file. 

In Fig. 4 is shown part of the class diagram for this library. 
All instrument classes are inherited from abstract class 
Instrument which has methods Open() and Close() for 
opening and closing connection to instruments. Those 
methods are implemented in inherited classes and depend 
from instrument type and connection type. All classes 
inherited from the class Instrument have attribute 
InstConnection which describe type and parameter for 
connection to the instrument. 

+Open()
+Close()

-InstConnection
+InstType
+Name

Instrument

AtenuatorPowermetar SignalGenerator

 

Fig. 4. The abstract class Instrument and inherited classes for 
instrument types 

The classes for particular instrument type by function have 
methods which are specified for that instrument type. 
Implementations of those methods are in inherited classes for 
each instrument model.  In Fig. 5. is shown the class diagram 
for microwave signal generators. For each models the 
structure SigGenSpec has characteristics of the particular 
instrument model (e.g. operating frequency and output levels 
ranges, etc.) and measuring software can read operating range 
for selected instrument model. 

When measuring software is developed it will be made 
reference to base class for instrument type, not for particular 
instrument model. It is also possible to list available 
instrument models, and with static method of the base class it 
is possible to create object of the selected instrument model. 
In this example with signal generator, static method 
CreateSigGen() is defined for this purpose. In this way is 
possible to change DLL instrument library with new one 
which support new instrument model without changing and 
compiling existing measuring software. 
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+CreateSigGen(in sigGenTypeId : int)
+SetPowerLevel(in level : double)
+SetCwFrequency(in Frequency : double)
+RfOutEnable()
+RfOutDisable()

+SigGenSpec
SignalGenerator

SigGenDummy SigGenHP8350BGpib SigGenAgilentE8257DTcp

 

Fig. 5. The abstract class SignalGenerator and inherited classes for 
different instrument models 

Not all instrument models should have connection to the 
real equipment. For example, the class SigGenDummy is 
virtual instrument and it is very useful during measuring 
software development. 

V. SOFTWARE REALIZATION 

Software for automated antenna radiation pattern measuring 
is realized like Windows form application which is executed 
under .NET Framework. Complete software was written in 
programming language C#. Measuring software application 
supports measuring for different methods. For each measuring 
methods were developed different customized windows 
forms. The software makes possible setup parameters for each 
measuring and choice of measuring instrument models. 
Configuration data are stored in XML files. Forms for 
application configuration are same for all measuring methods. 
Fig. 6 shows the windows form for selection and 
configuration instruments. 

 

Fig. 6. Windows form for selection and confguration instruments 

In the shown software, it is used local .mdb Access format 
file. Measured data in the antenna radiation pattern measuring 
method are stored into two database tables MeasAngle and 
MeasAngleResults. In MeasAngle table are saved general data 
about measuring like frequency range and step, time of start 
measuring, comment, etc. Unique ID of measuring will be got 
from field IdMeasAngle in this table after the record is saved. 
The second table MeasAngleResults is used for storage 
measured data with ID of measuring. 

Software module for executing antenna radiation pattern 
measuring with integrated receivers with digital outputs is 
realized to use in advanced defined states. In Fig. 7. are shown 

diagram with transitions between states. For simplicity, in this 
diagram are not shown transitions to error states. 

 

Fig. 7. Diagram states of the software modul for antenna radiation 
pattern measuring with integrated receivers wth digital outputs 

When the software module is started initialization of the 
communications with instruments and receiver and opening 
database will be done. In the state DATA ENTRY, user can 
enter measuring parameters (frequency range and step, 
comment, etc.). When user press button to start with 
measuring, application is in the state WAIT SCAN START 
where application wait for user to setup antenna positioner on 
required angle. When user press button to continue measuring, 
the application in the state SET GENERATOR setup signal 
generator on needed frequency, and in the state SET 
RECEIVER setups receiver on needed frequency channel. In 
the state COLLECT DATA collects data from the receiver. 
Signal generator frequency and receiver channel are 
incremented while boundary frequency is not reached. Then 
the application goes to the state WAIT SCAN SAVE, where 
wait for user to accept this measuring which is shown in the 
form and save records to database. If measuring data are 
accepted, the next state is WAIT SCAN when user needs to 
change antenna angle. 
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VII. CONCLUSION On Fig. 8. are shown windows forms for antenna radiation 
pattern measuring. 

Described method and software allow to make automated 
measuring of antenna radiation patterns on antenna with 
integrated receivers on desired number of frequencies. The 
software helps to make measurement for shorten time and to 
present on convenient way large amount of measured data. 
Different presentation types of he measured data can help to 
check for possible problems in realization of the tested 
antennas. The software also can be upgraded for supports for a 
new instruments types and models, for different kinds of 
integrated receivers and to support new measuring methods. 
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